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Abstract— In this paper, we describe an application K-MEAN++ clustering algorithm and Data Encryption Standard algorithm 

for security of information and large volumes data. Data are highly complex multidimensional signals, with rich and 

complicated information content Data science. For this reason they are difficult to analyze through a unique automated 

approach. However a K-MEAN++ scheme & Data Encryption Standard are helpful for the understanding of security of data 

content in Data science. In any system that captures, stores, analyzes, manages, and presents data that are linked to location and 

like Image satellite sensors acquire huge volumes of imagery to be processed and stored in big archives. Technically, a data 

science is a data modelling that includes mapping software and its application to data set , land surveying, aerial photography, 

mathematics, geography, and tools that can be implemented with Data science software Building a hierarchy is a fruitful area if 

one likes the challenge of having difficult technical problems to solve. Some problems have been solved in other technologies 

such as database management. However, Data science throws up new demands, therefore requiring new solutions. In this paper 

we have examine difficult problems, and to be solved and gives some security methods to solve the problem of data security 

using clustering algorithm. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

The purpose of this paper is to present K-MEAN++ 

clustering algorithm for choosing the initial values for the k-

means clustering algorithm. K-MEAN++ is a way of 

avoiding the poor clustering found by the k-means algorithm. 

The k-means problem is to find cluster centers that minimize 

the sum of squared distances from each data set being 

clustered to its cluster center that is closest to it. Although 

finding an exact solution to the k-means problem for 

arbitrary input, using this approach we find an approximate 

solution is used to finds reasonable solutions quickly. 

However, the k-mean algorithm has two major theoretic 

limitations: 

 First, it has been shown that the worst case running time 

of the algorithm is super-polynomial in the input size. 

 Second, the approximation found can be arbitrarily bad 

with respect to the objective function compared to the 

optimal clustering.  

 In K-MEAN++ clustering algorithm addresses the 

second of these obstacles by specifying a procedure to 

initialize the cluster centres before proceeding with the 

standard k-means optimization iterations. With the K-

MEAN++ initialization, the algorithm is guaranteed to 

find a solution that is O (log k) competitive to the 

optimal k-means solution.  

 

Our goal is to use this algorithm to segment or classification 

of data in an automated fashion and supply the points and the 

number of clusters you expect to get, and the algorithm 

returns the same points, organized into clusters. And the 

combination of both clustering algorithm and Data 

Encryption Standard algorithm are provide the overall 

structure of database and methodology required for the 

analysis of Data science problems. In other word we can say 

to facilitate the analysis of large amounts of data, and extract 

features of data. Large data are partitioned into a number of 

smaller, more manageable data tiles. K-MEAN++ algorithm 

uses an SQL query language that enables the image and data 

mining task, and these features to be used in the mining 

process, and any additional constraints. K-MEAN++ data can 

be accessed from within MatLab. In addition, K-MEAN++ 

has the MatLab command tool, which provides for easy 

transfer of images and for data processing. . The rich 

statistical functionality of MatLab, together with the K-

MEAN++  & Data Encryption Standard algorithm provides 

cluster data and perform security algorithm are provide 

interface and the scalability of its data mining engine, allows 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means
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for easy and powerful customization of the data analysis 

process. Data Encryption Standard is the process of encoding 

a message or information in such a way that only authorized 

parties can access it and those who are not authorized cannot. 

Data Encryption Standard does not itself prevent 

interference, but denies the intelligible content to a would-be 

interceptor. DES is the archetypal block cipher that takes a 

fixed-length string of plaintext bits and transforms it through 

a series of complicated operations into another cipher text bit 

string of the same length. In the case of DES, the block 

size is 64 bits. The subject of data science system has moved 

a long way from the time when it was thought to be 

concerned only with digital mapping. Whereas digital 

mapping is limited to solving problems in cartography, data 

science is much more concerned with the modelling, analysis 

and management of geographically related resources. 

However, there is a widespread lack of awareness as to the 

true potential of Data science systems in the future. When the 

necessary education has been completed, will the systems be 

there to handle the challenge? It has to be said that the 

perfect Data science system has not yet been developed. 

Today's database technology is barely up to the task of 

allowing the handling of geographic data by large numbers 

of users with adequate performance. Serious questions have 

been raised as to whether the most popular form of database, 

the relational model, will be able to handle the all types of 

data with adequate response. Certainly, if this data is 

accessed via the approved route of SQL calls, the achievable 

speed is orders of magnitude less than that which can be 

achieved by a model structure built for the task. It is a 

common problem with systems that contain parts that are 

front ended by different languages that it is not possible to 

integrate them properly. Modern query languages such as 

SQL are not sufficient in either performance or sophistication 

for much of the major development required in a Data 

science system - but then one would argue that they were not 

intended for this. A problem which has to be addressed is 

spatial queries within the language, since trying to achieve 

this with the standard set of predicates provided is extremely 

difficult and clumsy. An example of a spatial query is to 

select objects "inside" a given polygon. If the route adopted 

is to provide two databases in parallel, a commercial one 

driven by SQL and a geometry database to hold the graphics, 

and then there is a problem constructing queries that address 

both databases. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 gives the details of related work. Methodology 

introduced in section 3. We discuss our experiments and the 

in Section 4. Conclusions are presented in section 5.  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

A great deal of research has been focused the use of data 

science in the spatial analysis of an archaeological cave 

site[1],Tran, YH and Tran, QN. 2017.Estimating public opinion in 

social media content using aspect-based opinion mining. In: 

International Conference on Mobile Networks and Management, 

101–115. [2], Guo, K, Shi, L, Ye, W and Li, X. 2014. A survey of 

Internet public opinion mining. In: International Conference on 

Progress in Informatics and Computing, Shanghai, China, 16–18 

May2014, https://doi.org/10.1109/PIC.2014.6972319.  [3], Ece 

AKSOY, Turkey, presented there is no universally applicable 

clustering technique in discovering the variety of structures 

display in data sets. Also, a single algorithm or approach is 

not adequate to solve every clustering problem. In data 

science environment used Self Organizing Maps (SOM) 

algorithm which is the best and most common spatial 

clustering algorithm in recent years. data science): Current 

Issues and Future Challenges in June 8, 2009[4], according 

to Peter Folger, Geospatial information is data referenced to 

a place a set of geographic coordinates which can often be 

gathered, manipulated, and displayed in real time. A 

Geographic Information System (data science) is a computer 

system capable of capturing, storing, analyzing, and 

displaying geographically referenced information. Global 

Positioning System (GPS) data and their integration with 

digital maps have led to the popular hand-held or dashboard 

navigation devices used daily by millions Challenges to 

coordinating how geospatial data are acquired and used 

collecting duplicative data sets. Implementation of the 

Extended Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm in Geographic 

Information Systems [5], Ferdinand Di Martino
,
 Salvatore 

Sessa, in 2009, focused on density cluster methods have 

elevated computational complexity and are used in spatial 

analysis for the determination of impact areas. We propose 

the extended fuzzy c-means (EFCM) algorithm like 

alternative method because it has three advantages: 

robustness to noise and outliers, linear computational 

complexity and automatic determination of the optimal 

number of clusters. We can use the EFCM algorithm in 

spatial analysis for the determination of circular buffer areas. 

These areas can be considered on the geographic map as a 

good approximation of classical hotspots. Applications to 

other frameworks like crime analysis, industrial pollution, 

etc. shall be tried in future works. Issues of data science data 

management [6] 2007, this paper deals with current issues of 

spatial data modeling and management used by spatial 

management applications. Paper describes ways of solving 

this problem. Now we can summarize the problem of the 

data science and CAD integration. Because of the different 

characteristics of the data science/CAD worlds, firstly there's 

need to decide for some suitable 3D data model, which could 

maintain complex and structured data types. This model also 

must be able to maintain the large-scale 3D models produced 

by CAD as well as low-scale objects used by data science. 

Comparative Analysis of k-mean Based Algorithms [7] 2010, 

in this paper they make analysis of k-mean based algorithms 

namely global k-means, efficient k-means, k-means++ and x-

means over leukemia and colon datasets.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_cipher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plaintext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ciphertext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_size_(cryptography)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_size_(cryptography)
https://doi.org/10.1109/PIC.2014.6972319
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III.    METHODOLOGY 

 

In this paper we propose combination of clustering algorithm 

K-MEAN++ and security Data Encryption Standard 

algorithm to solve the data security problem of Data science. 

Data Science is an interdisciplinary field that uses scientific 

methods, processes, algorithms and systems to 

extract knowledge and insights from data in various forms, 

both structured and unstructured, similar to data mining. 

 

Data science is a "concept to unify statistics, data analysis, 

machine learning and their related methods" in order to 

"understand and analyze actual phenomena" with data. It 

employs techniques and theories drawn from many fields 

within the context of mathematics, statistics, information 

science, and computer science. 

 
Fig 2.a  Data scienec with  K-MEAN++ algorithm. 

 

K-MEAN++ is another variation of k-means, a new approach 

to select initial cluster centers by random starting centers 

with specific probabilities is used. With the intuition of 

spreading the k initial cluster centers away from each other, 

the first cluster center is chosen uniformly at random from 

the image data points that are being clustered, after which 

each subsequent cluster center is chosen from the remaining 

image data points with probability proportional to its distance 

squared to the point's closest cluster center. 

The algorithm is as follows: 

1. Choose one center uniformly at random from among the 

data points.  

2. For each data point x, compute D(x), the distance between 

x and the nearest center that has already been chosen.  

3. Add one new data point at random as a new center, using a 

weighted probability distribution where a point x is chosen 

with probability proportional to D(x)
 2
.  

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until k centres have been chosen.  

5. Now that the initial centres have been chosen, precede     

using standard k-means clustering.  

This method gives out considerable improvements in the 

final error of k-means. Although the initial selection in the 

algorithm takes extra time, the k-means part itself converges 

very fast. But lowers the computation time too. The method 

provides with real and synthetic datasets and obtained 

typically 2-fold improvements in speed, and for certain 

datasets close to 1000-fold improvements in error. 

Additionally, we calculate an approximation ratio for their 

algorithm. The k-means++ algorithm guarantees an 

approximation ratio O (log (k)) where k is the number of 

clusters used. This is in contrast to k-means, which can 

generate clustering arbitrarily worse than the optimum. 

 

Data security and   Database Organization Data Encryption 

Standard: is a system for data mining and statistical analysis 

of large collections of remotely sensed images. And also 

provides the infrastructure and methodology required for the 

analysis of land surveying, aerial photography, and 

mathematics, geography and satellite images. Big data uses 

an SQL-like query language that enables specification of the 

data mining task, features to be used in an image mining 

process, and any additional constraints. The query language 

allows the user to specify the type of knowledge to be 

discovered, and the set of image data relevant to the image 

mining process. Based on this an SQL query statement is 

constructed to retrieve the relevant image data. This new 

domain requires expertise in image processing, database 

organization, pattern recognition, content based retrieval and 

data mining: image processing indicates the understanding 

and extraction of patterns from a single image; in this system 

provides users the capability to deal with large collections of 

images by accessing into large image databases and also to 

extract and infer knowledge about patterns hidden in the 

images, so that the set of relevant images is dynamic, 

subjective and unknown. It enables the communication 

between heterogeneous source of information and users with 

diverse interests at high semantic abstraction. The GUI 

(graphical user interface) enables browsing and manipulation 

of the images and associated features, creation of data mining 

queries, and visualization of the results of the data analysis. 

 
Fig 2.b. Combination of K-MEAN++ & DES with 

Matlab. 

 

The system is capable of performing similarity searches 

based on any combination of features. Big data is based on 

decision tree models. Big data can be accessed from within 

MatLab by using Java connectivity for images and ODBC 

connectivity for image and region data .In MatLab, which 

provides the interactive program for numerical computation 

and data visualization which along with its programming 

capabilities provides a very useful tool for almost all areas of 

science and engineering, which is used extensively in both 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interdisciplinary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_mining
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering
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academia and industry. The Big data can also display 

graphics, which are created using a command line interface 

and shown within MatLab figure window. The combination 

of MatLab and Big data features creates a unique 

environment for interactive exploration and analysis of 

remotely sensed image data. 

  

IV.     RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The K-MEAN++ & Data Encryption Standard algorithm can 

also display MatLab graphics, which are created using a 

command line interface and shown within figure window. 

 

Table 1 
Results over different variations of k-means algorithm using a tree image 

classified according colors. 

( Total number of records present in dataset = 70 ) 

Clustering Algorithm Correctly Classified  Average Accuracy  

  K-MEAN with DES 68 94.88 

K-MEAN++ with DES 70 95.83 

 

The combination of K-MEAN++ and security Data 

Encryption Standard  features create a unique graphics 

environment for data mining and these data  are stored in 

database in form of vector and MatLab provides the good  

database connectivity in data science. In order to facilitate 

the analysis of large amounts of data, we extract features of 

the data. Large amount of data are partitioned into a number 

of smaller (segmentation), more manageable image tiles. 

Partitioning allows fetching of just the relevant tiles when 

retrieval of only part of the data is requested, and provides 

faster segmentation of data tiles. Individual data tile is 

processed to Encrypt and extract the feature vectors.  

 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS  

MatLab connectivity: is an interactive computing 

Environment for graphics, data analysis, statistics, and 

mathematical computing. Data was then transferred from 

MatLab to MS Access using the database connectivity 

(ODBC) tools as provided by the MatLab Database Toolbox. 

The data was then transferred from MatLab across the LAN 

to the SQL Server 7. This process is repeated for matrices 

with 4 columns per row then 253 columns per row. 

Each matrix contained 1000 rows. Once the MatLab process 
was complete, MatLab was closed and MS Access opened. A 
process was then run that gathered the timestamp information 
for each row written to the MS Access tables and the SQL 
Server 7 tables. The SQL Server 7 tables were then emptied, 
and the row data in MS Access was written to SQL Server 
7.It contains a superset of the S object-oriented language and 
system originally developed at AT&T Bell Laboratories, and 
it provides an environment for high-interaction graphical 
analysis of multivariate data, modern statistical methods, 

data clustering and classification, and mathematical 
computing. In total, MatLab contains over 3000 functions for 
scientific data analysis. Big data can be accessed from within 
MatLab by using Java connectivity for images and ODBC 
connectivity for image and region data. In addition, Big data 
has the MatLab command tool, which provides for easy 
transfer of images, and for data processing.  The K-
MEAN++ display MatLab graphics, which are created using 
a command line interface and shown within figure window. 
The combination of MatLab and K-MEAN++ features 
creates a unique environment for interactive exploration and 
analysis of remotely sensed image and data. The rich 
statistical functionality of MatLab, together with the 
approach user interface and the scalability of its data mining 
engine, allows for easy and powerful customization of the 
data analysis process.  

 
Figure 3.a Graph for combination with DES and k-mean 

 

 
Figure 3.b Graph for combination with DES and k-mean++ 

 

V.     CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

In this paper we presented a K-MEAN++ and Data 

Encryption Standard algorithm using MatLab framework, 

provides powerful security with numeric engine and 

technical programming environment which makes it easy to 

create and manipulate vectors, MatLab has become the 

language of technical computing, which explores state-of-

the-art data mining and databases technologies to retrieve 

integrated spectral and spatial information from Data science 

system. A scalable data warehouse containing a huge amount 
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of images may be a better database architecture for 

fundamentally distributed data management and mining 

system such as NASA Earth Observing System (EOS). 

Meanwhile, performance analysis for clustering on and 

retrieving from large volumes of images is critical for the 

system to succeed in practical applications. And the results of 

experiments on the basic of images show that the proposed 

approach can greatly improve the efficiency and 

performances of image retrieval, as well as the convergence 

to user’s retrieval concept. Clustering algorithm has been 

widely used in computer vision such as image segmentation 

and Data Encryption Standard algorithm   is able to 

distinguish between pixel, region and tile levels of features, 

providing several security feature extraction algorithms for 

each level. In addition, current implementation provides data 

and image based search. A segmentation process can be used 

to segment an image into non-overlapping regions on which 

we can further apply the texture feature extraction. 

 In future we use Asymmetric algorithm in place of 

symmetric algorithm to improve reliability, security and 

performance of data in data science in distributed 

environment and performance gains related to advances in 

data science. 
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